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A Train Hurtles West is Maeve O’Sullivan’s new collection 
of haiku poetry, following on from Double Rainbow 
(2005, with Kim Richardson) and Initial Response (2011), 
and the publication of the first collection of her longer 
poetry, Vocal Chords in 2014 (all from Alba Publishing).
This body of work marks her growing maturity as an 
accomplished haijin, accompanied and informed by life 
events, most notably the illness and death of her mother. 
Other subjects which continue to inspire O’Sullivan are 
music, travel and the passage of the seasons.

“A bittersweet work by a master writer and teacher of 
haiku, A Train Hurtles West touches the soul and offers 
respite from the hectic pace of the daily grind. Take time 
to savor each poem.” 
   – Roberta Beary, haibun editor of Modern Haiku

“O’Sullivan has an ability to find humour in the most 
unlikely situation, to hear music in a deeply personal 
way, to connect intimately with the passing seasons and 
to convey all that in the simplest of phrases, as should all 
haiku writers of stature.” 
    – John Parsons, haiku poet and artist

“A Train Hurtles West made me hope that when the time 
comes for each of us to ride that same train, someone 
might also celebrate our lives with haiku as eloquently 
composed and compassionate as these by Maeve 
O’Sullivan.” 
    – an’ya, editor for cattails, collected works of the 
United Haiku and Tanka Society
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In memory of my mother 
Mairéad O’Sullivan (née O’Connor)

1928-2014

her umbrella blows
inside out again—
mother laughing
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8

Remembering Father

removing the red rose bush
from my garden to your grave—
Father’s Day

muscovite glinting
in October sunshine—
Dad’s new headstone

first anniversary:
we choose not to enter
the Garden of Remembrance
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Remembering Father

Dad’s songs on his old guitar    restrung

spectacular sunset on his second birthday without him

third anniversary—
a curlew crying
his flight eastward

fourth anniversary:
these city people rushing
towards their deaths



Winter

10

All Saints’ Day:
the old guys pick the table
next to the fire

All Souls’ Day:
moving shadows
of wind-blown prayer flags

November sunshine
the dying man
asks me how I’m doing
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Winter

he takes an eyelash
off her left cheek…
bright winter sun

December deluge—
he wipes his glasses slowly
in the warm café

the soprano’s notes
amplified…
shortest day



Music

12

after siesta…
strains of my guitar
from the other room

this corn cooking
in the time it takes
to sing a song

frantic Mingus riff—
trying to fit the shelf
back into the fridge
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Music

August breeze
moving the sycamores—
open-air Puccini

memorabilia
of fireman around us
we sing, we sing

how tenderly he plays the jig his father taught him

on the street some sweet jazz Mum would enjoy



Friuli Dusk

14

Grado promenade
daughter linking mother...
scentless oleander

Friuli dusk...
an old woman in green
closing her shutters

a lizard scuttles
between two stones—
WWI monument
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Friuli Dusk

Murano island:
an exchange of glances
reveals a glass eye

its heart shape
taking some of the sting out—
mosquito bite

August raindrops
trying to catch up...
city fountain



Friuili Dusk

16

crunch of karst underfoot
cicada song above— 
Rilke Way

such stillness
this cliff-top castle
its stringed instruments

Miramar Castle—
the view of Trieste clearer
after last night’s storm
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Sancta Sanctorum

Lough Atalia:
one of my selves
drinks from the holy well

bronze toes
welded with kissing—
statue of Saint Peter

two fierce dogs guarding these Catholic dead

new year   the Buddha welcomes us in
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Flowers

new year…
two yellow crocuses
face their first wind

overdraft…
these orange flowers
brightening my home

white anthurium
in the cast-iron glasshouse—
thoughts of him
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Flowers

pale hydrangea
on the driveway
the crunch of gravel

scabious:
an ugly name
for a beautiful flower 

grey sky
on our arrival—
bright begonias
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Spring Haiku

Saturday morning:
spring sunshine
on the moving mill wheel

oak woodland…
the path introduces us
to alder catkins

news of a fall   first daffodil 

spring evening light through an angelhair fern
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Spring Haiku

leafless lime trees
marshmallow magnolias—
afternoon walk

limestone outcrop:
a wall of wild garlic
emits its signature

May breeze
blowing this field of dandelions
to one o’clock
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Spring Senryu

after the nightmare
noticing
the first snowdrop

March sunshine—
the email mentions
spots on his lungs

bank holiday Friday:
he rearranges
the bookstore shopfront
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Spring Senryu

spring raindrops
glittering
the boy’s sandy hair

April afternoon
we talk about everything
under the sun

all I need:
prayer flags, birds feeding
spring evening sun
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Interiors

cloudy day…
wondering 
if my dark wash will dry

cat stretching     the smell of clean pyjamas

blue mould on the Parmesan     old family row

headache—
the shadow of a feeding bird
on the wooden blind
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Interiors

Sunday afternoon
I share a passion fruit
with a stranger

his fingers explore
the buttons of my foot—
silent melody

smoothing out
the damp prayer flags…
a train rumbles past
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Exteriors

Hazelhatch towpath
beyond the barges
a squirrel leads the way

we crocodile our way
from landscaped gardens
to the almost-silent river

docklands stroll:
in and out of view
twin smokestacks
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Exteriors

this southside harbour freighted with memories

tall ash tree    the smell of last night’s fire

dried seaweed
for potato planting –
this land-locked county

old reservoir:
the click-click-click
of  a free-wheeling bike
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Birds

new year
a moorhen moves gingerly
away from the riverbank

chimneys to our right
we gaze up
at the singing stonechats

this dove perching on a flowerless handkerchief tree 

first glimpse of the kingfisher changing the river forever
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Birds

eluding us
this spring afternoon—
purple sandpiper

zoo visit:
grandma lingers
to see the little egret

cradled
in the shy girl’s palms:
a dead baby blue tit
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Madrid

Palacio Real: 
a blackbird forages 
in the shade of a maze 

tortoises huddled
on the indoor island—
Atocha Station

Rastro Market:
making chords with his left hand
he plucks with his hook
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Madrid

bullfighting on TV—
we drink cans of beer
spear some chorizo

lost
in the military museum…
a soldier at each turn

Royal Armoury: 
children’s metal suits shock me 
centuries later
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Summer Haiku

choppy Irish Sea
failing to dislodge
this red starfish

poppy bed:
the unopened ones
as lovely as the blooms

a garden full of sunflowers swaying tall

muddy summer frogpond    no splash
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Summer Haiku

reject samsara?

this still summer river
this wild path

these stone walls
hemming him in too—
cinnabar caterpillar

cloudy afternoon…
my sweet pea flowers
becoming peas
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Summer Senryu

first day of summer
his smile counterpointing
the wind-blown clouds

another hot day…
I water the weeds
on the balcony garden

midsummer evening
the grown-ups have a go
on the bouncy castle
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Summer Senryu

at the BBQ
hiccoughing in my arms—
month-old baby boy

one forkful for Mum
then one for me—
strawberry roulade

summer shower
outside the church
we shield the new widow
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Portugal & Galicia

bullring    the tap tap of a cane on ground tiles

super-sized moon outshining the little lights of Porto

laughter drifting up 
from the courtyard—
first cloudy day

last day of summercamp:
a dead wasp lies
on the granite windowsill
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Portugal & Galicia

after-dinner batwatch
they swoop down from the pines
in ones and twos

after the swim     nectarine in my salty mouth 

hard-to-reach places       the sting of sunburn

museum gardens
these oaks not found
any further south
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Meath Retreat

these trees sharing
a year’s secrets…
retreat garden

a small white butterfly
moves towards, then away from
the little grebe’s cry

this slug
hugging a strawberry—
should I let him be?
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Meath Retreat

on the outer path
of the labyrinth:
a small brown frog

diamanté dewdrops melting on a fallen oak leaf

this August morning   empty   this wind

early blackberry
almost out of reach—
bittersweet
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Yoga

strong tree pose…
the kitten’s mewling
more insistent

downward dog      HEEL hitting the mat

shoulder stand     watching the rain fall up

after a full day
of meetings—
bridge pose
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Yoga

nostril breathing:
I see several of me
in the studio mirror

end of May
calf  cramp
in locust position

wolf moon:
the yoga teacher adjusts
my embryo pose 
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Moons

new moon—
mother and I
share a mint chocolate

almost losing my balance to catch the almost full moon 

yearning to speak my truth     bright moon

snow moon—
sneeze after sneeze
exploding
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Moons

pinkish
in a cloudless sky…
storm moon

long driveway
haring between beeches—
blossom moon

complications…
the strawberry moon moves
in and out of cloud
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Autumn

Indian summer evening the ‘ping pong’ of pingpong

rainy autumn night the glint of his chin stud

wishing my niece well
on her long-haul trip—
drop in temperature

wedding ceremony:
across a leaf-laden canal
the champagne waits
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Autumn

waxing harvest moon
I scrub the silver
cake board clean

ripening equally
on both sides of the Blackwater—
blackberries

autumn deluge
making a giant slug trail
of these midland fields
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September Affair

Indian summer night:
we kiss with abandon
on the city square

this ice cube
melting first on his tongue
then on mine 

left on the grill-pan
stencilled in grease—
small heart shapes
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September Affair

his visit over—
not yet tidying away
the extra place setting

I don’t need him to tell me     single magpie

not these roses’ fault their giver had second thoughts

heartsore today...
my nephew speaks my name
for the first time
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Doolin

dry stone wall…
between the gaps
November sky

Burren walk:
we hop between clints
avoiding the grikes

mossy saxifrage
growing on this karst
bloody cranesbill
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Doolin

scurvy grass—
its mustardy taste
lingering

this wild wind
failing to blow the capstone
off the Neolithic dolmen

West Clare—
a farmer harvests seaweed
under the rainbow
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A Train Hurtles West

morning downpour—
we have both dreamt
about our mothers

lingering
in my small bathroom...
mum’s perfume

Auld Lang Syne

in the background—
I sign her DNR request
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A Train Hurtles West

mother dying     a train hurtles west

death cert. incomplete      granny’s maiden name

All through the Night:

this out-of-tune version
strangely moving

cloudy morning...
her solar-powered plastic flower
sways hesitantly
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